
HYDROTHERAPY &
PEDICURE

BREATH PEDI-LOUNGE 

TouchAmerica’s Breath Pedi-Lounge pushes the boundary of relax-
ation and healing with the addition of So Sound Solution’s Acoustic 
Resonance Technology (A.R.T.). This powerful technology, coupled 
with the amazing comfort and fl exibility of the Breath Pedi-Lounge, 
creates an experience that is truly uplifting. It has been long recog-
nized that resting in a Zero Gravity position has regenerative and 
health benefi ts. Coupled with the proven wellness benefi ts of music, 
vibro-acoustics and bio-resonance therapy, time in the 
Breath Pedi-Lounge becomes an experience you will remember.  

Key Benefits: 
 -Integrative body/mind relaxation

 -Successfully utilized in psychotherapy settings for over 30 years

 -Increased circulation: balancing heart rate & blood pressure

 -Sensory integration: enhanced sense of inner coherence & balance

 -Comprehensive body/mind awareness

 -Enhanced postural alignment awareness

 -Invigorating, energizing and truly uplifting!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

VINYL COLORS:BASE COLOR:

WENGE CAMEL BLACK

 -Breath Pedi-Lounge with new easy-access lock

 -So SoundHearts  by So Sound

 -Amplifier with ports for headphones and external speakers

 -Comes assembled and ready-to-use

SoundHearts Amplifier Quick-Release
Lock

SoundHearts

Enhanced by So Sound

 -So SoundHearts  by So Sound



TOP:
Top design   Unique, non-motorized, rocking design gently moves and soothes.
    Ergonomically shaped to help release stress. Adjustable head pillow, two 
   adjustable footrests and dual-leg cushions are included. Split cushions remove  
   to reveal opening for pedicure-bowl access. Fabric safety strap prevents 
   over-rocking.

Materials   Sturdy PVC in Camel or Black, water resistant
Foam   1-1/2” foam beneath PVC cover
Top size   28” x 66”

BASE & FRAME:
Materials   Solid rubberwood
Finish   Wenge fi nish
Capacity   Static weight capacity 450 lbs. Suitable for persons up to 6’ 4” in height
Locks   Adjustable locking mechanism holds Lounge in any position
Pedicure bowl access Easy pedicure-bowl access by removing either (or both) foot pads
   Accommodates up to 18.5” square or 20” round bowl (not included)

GUARANTEES:
Structure   1 yr. on frame/structure
Fabric & foam  2 yrs. on materials

WEIGHTS:
Lounge weight  100 lbs.
Shipping weight - boxed 165 lbs.
Shipping dimensions 83” x 39” x 37”
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